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Summary 

During the last years we have been discussing in detail many different forms and cases of corrosion in 
ammonia and urea. To really understand the background and fundamentals of these corrosion 
problems it is necessary to introduce to you the modern electrochemical theory of aqueous corrosion. 
Although the presentation is necessarily simplified and brief we think this theory will contribute to a 
better understanding of corrosion phenomena. In the first paper about this subject we did discuss the 
thermodynamic principles (August 15, 2010). In the second  paper we did discuss the electrode 
kinetics (April 15, 2011) and this paper is part 1 of the discussion of  the application of 
electrochemical corrosion theory on corrosion reactions in general and in carbamate solutions specific. 
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2.4 Application of electrochemical corrosion theory on
corrosion reactions

2.4.1 Introduction

The mixed-potential theory has proven to be useful in corrosion studies
because:
• it permits prediction of complex corrosion behaviour,
• it has been used to develop new corrosion prevention methods,
• it has been used as a basis for new rapid corrosion-rate measurement

techniques.
Corrosion reactions are, as mentioned before, electrochemical reactions.
Electrochemical corrosion is only possible if there exist potential differences
at the interface metal/electrolyte.
These potential differences may originate from the metal or from the
electrolyte.
Potential differences originating from the metal:

• contact of different metals or alloys;
• presence of precipitations, (chromium) depleted zones, inclusions;
• differences in microstructure;
• roughness of metal surface;
• differences in stress level (tensile stresses are anodic compared to

compressive stresses).
Potential differences originating from the corrosive environment:
• differences in concentration,
• differences in oxygen content
• temperature difference.
We will discuss a number of corrosion phenomena using the theoretical
aspects regarding dynamics and kinetics of electrode-reactions. The
phenomenon of passivity will be discussed. The effect of several different
environmental and metallurgical variables are considered from an
electrochemical point of view.

2.4.2 Corrosion in acid environment

We consider the corrosion process of a piece of iron in acidic solution. There
are two different electrode reactions:

Fe� Fe++ +2e, the anodic reaction and
2H+ + 2e� H2,  the cathodic reaction

The equilibrium  potential of these reactions can be calculated with the
Nernst equation.
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The corroding iron constitutes a poly-electrode and the corrosion potential
will settle in between the equilibrium potentials of the anodic and cathodic
reaction. At this mixed potential or corrosion potential the Fe/Fe++ reaction is
polarized anodically and the H2/H+ reaction is polarized cathodically.
This polarization is in such a way that the anodic current density is equal in
magnitude and opposite the cathodic current density. The metal will be in
electrical neutrality.

ia,Fe= - ic,H2

The stationary corrosion situation is illustrated by means of the logarithmic
polarization curve in figure 2.3.6.6.
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At the horizontal axis the logarithmic current density is plotted and at the
vertical axis the electrode potential is plotted.
The steady state of this particular system occurs at the intersection between
the polarization curves for iron dissolution and hydrogen evolution.

The corrosion potential Ecorr and the corrosion current density log Fe,corri

can be determined by means of the intersection of the two curves.
Figure 2.3.6.6 also indicates that as higher is the potential difference between
the two electrode reactions as higher is the corrosion current density. The
corrosion current density is also influenced by kinetic parameters like
exchange-current density and the Tafel slope.
Out of before mentioned example we can understand the mixed-potential
theory of Wagner and Traud. This theory consists of two hypotheses:
1. Any electrochemical reaction can be divided into two or more partial

oxidation and reduction reactions.
2. There can be no net accumulation of electrical charge during an

electrochemical reaction. From this it follows that during the corrosion
of an electrically isolated metal sample, the total rate of oxidation must
equal the total rate of reduction.

The mixed-potential theory, together with the kinetic equations described
above, constitute the basis of modern electrode-kinetics theory.

Figure 2.3.6.6
Schematic illustration of corrosion of iron in
acid solution.

Fe → Fe2+ + 2e

2H+ + 2e → H2
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Corrosion of metals in oxygen-free and non-oxidizing acids is
thermodynamically just possible if the equilibrium potential of the Me/Men+

reaction is below the equilibrium potential of the H+/H2 reaction.
In oxidizing acids, however, like for instance nitric acid, even noble metals
like copper will corrode.
In case of metal e.g. copper corrosion in nitric acid evolution of nitrous gas
will occur.
Anodic reaction: Cu� Cu2+ + 2e

Cathodic reaction: 4H+ + NO-
3 + 3e� NO + 2H2O

2.4.3 Kinetic parameters

Kinetic factors can be demonstrated by for instance the behaviour of Fe and
Zn in diluted sulphuric acid. Attack of both metals here is about equal,
although the equilibrium potential of zinc is much more negative than the
equilibrium potential of iron. From this thermodynamic point of view one
expects a much higher corrosion rate of zinc. The lower equilibrium potential
of zinc is however compensated by the fact that the exchange-current density
of the hydrogen reaction (io,H2) at the zinc surface is much lower than at the
iron surface.
Beside the exchange current density also the Tafel slope is very important.
The corrosion of iron and zinc is schematically illustrated in figure 2.4.3.1. In
this figure the intersection of the two curves representing the electrode
reactions occurring at the iron surface is indicated A; the intersection of the
two curves representing the electrode reactions at the zinc surface is indicated
B. Both corrosion current densities are almost equal, despite the much lower
equilibrium potential of the Zn/Zn2+ reaction. This is caused by the lower
exchange-current density of the H+/H2 reaction at the zinc electrode. If the
exchange-current density of the hydrogen evolution reaction at the zinc
electrode would be equal to the exchange-current density of the hydrogen
reduction reaction at the iron electrode the corrosion rate of zinc would be
much higher, indicated by intersection point C in figure 2.4.3.1.
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Figure 2.4.3.1
Schematic illustration of corrosion of zinc
and iron in acid solution.
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2.4.4 Corrosion in neutral and alkaline environment (oxygen-
corrosion)

In neutral solutions (pH=7) the equilibrium potential of the hydrogen reaction
has been decreased to low values compared to acid environment. Also the
exchange current density io decreases at increasing pH. This reduction
reaction is of minor importance at neutral and higher pH values.
The corrosion rate will be determined in increasing measure by another
redox-reaction: the reduction of oxygen. In most cases more or less oxygen is
present in electrolyte solutions. This kind of corrosion with oxygen reduction
as cathodic reaction of the corrosion process is indicated as oxygen corrosion.
Oxygen reduction takes place according one of the following equations:

• in acid environment: O2 + 4H+ + 4e� 2H2O

• in neutral and alkaline environment: O2 + H2O + 4e� 4OH-

The equilibrium potential of the oxygen reduction reaction is so high that
even noble metals like copper and silver, which do not corrode in (oxygen
free) acid media, can corrode if oxygen is present in the solution.
The reacting oxygen is transported to the metal interface by diffusion. As a
consequence polarization according diffusion or concentration overvoltage
will occur. The magnitude of the relative low limiting diffusion current
density  is determined by the oxygen concentration in the solution. In figure
2.4.4.1 the corrosion of copper by means of oxygen reduction is illustrated.
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Figure 2.4.4.1
Schematic illustration of corrosion copper
corrosion by oxygen reduction.
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Giel has written the Corrosion Engineering Guide, a valuable asset 
for any engineer working in a urea plant. 

 
This guide is available via: 
http://www.stainless-steel-world. com/  
Please find the Table of Content of this Corrosion Engineering 
Guide herebelow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Giel Notten 
Giel is a true materials and corrosion expert who, 
before his retirement in 2004, spent thirtyeight 
years working with DSM in The Netherlands. After 
gaining his Engineering degree at the Higher 
Technical School of Heerlen, The Netherlands, he 
joined DSM’s central laboratory. 
He was to remain with the company for the rest of 
his career and held several positions as a 
materials and corrosion expert there. For the last 
twenty years before he retired, Giel worked in the 
Corrosion Department as Managing Senior 
Corrosion Engineer. He has further participated in numerous conferences spreading the word about his 
broad experiences as a corrosion and materials specialist in chemical process plants. 
For Stamicarbon, a subsidiary company of DSM, and licensing DSM’s know-how, he set up 
programmes for lifetime extension studies in urea and ammonia plants and supervised them. 
He was also involved in the development of Safurex®, the super-duplex stainless steel grade 
(developed by Sandvik in cooperation with Stamicarbon) for application in Stamicarbon urea plants. 
Giel has always enjoyed teaching so, after only five years working in the field at DSM, he already 
began to develop a Corrosion Engineering course. Since then he has taught many young engineers 
from both inside and outside DSM about the ins and outs of corrosion control in chemical plants. He 
was also a board member of NACE Benelux and a member of the Contact Group Corrosion of the 
Dutch Chemical Process Industry and the Studiekern Corrosion of the Dutch Corrosion Society (NCC). 
Since his retirement from DSM, Giel Notten has remained active as a corrosion engineering consultant. 
He has devoted much of his time to passing on his extensive knowledge and experience on the 
complicated topic of corrosion engineering to a new generation of engineers. 
He has done this in the form of numerous corrosion courses and workshops. 
Alongside his professional career, Giel has been very active in local societies and has been a Rabobank 
board member for about thirty-five years, twenty-five years of which as Chairman of the Board. 
Furthermore, he is an active cyclist. Together with his wife, Lianne, he has made trips up to 2500 km 
by bicycle to Santiago de Compostela, Spain and Rome, Italy. 
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